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This fourth and last
installment in the “Separation Science in Drug
Development” series provides an overview of modern practices of quality
control in small-molecule
drug development, including activities such as setting
specifications, method validation and transfer, release
and stability testing, and
authoring chemistry, manufacturing, and controls
(CMC) sections of regulatory
filings.

Separation Science in Drug
Development, Part IV:
Quality Control

Q

uality control (QC) in the pharmaceutical and biotech industry
is part of current good manufacturing practices (cGMP) and an overall
quality system, and is regulated by the
United States Food and Drug Administration (US FDA) and health authorities around the world (1–5). Quality is
defined in the following context by the
FDA as follows: “Every pharmaceutical product has established identity,
strength, purity, and other quality
characteristics designed to ensure the
required levels of safety and effectiveness . . . . The phrase achieving quality
means achieving these characteristics for
a product” (6).
QC should not be confused with
quality assurance (QA); both are parts
of the “Quality Unit” in cGMP terminologies. The FDA makes the following
statement (6):
QC usually involves (a) assessing the
suitability of incoming components,
containers, closures, labeling, in-process materials, and the finished products; (b) evaluating the performance of
the manufacturing process to ensure
adherence to proper specifications
and limits; and (c) determining the
acceptability of each batch for release.
QA primarily involves (a) review and
approval of all procedures related
to production and maintenance, (b)
review of associated records, and (c)
auditing and performing/evaluating
trend analyses.
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The International Conference on
Harmonization (ICH) of Technical Requirements for Registration of
Pharmaceuticals for Human Use was
founded in 1990 by the regulatory agencies and industry associations in the
European Union (EU), United States,
and Japan (7). It has published extensive

guidelines governing the quality (Q),
safety (S), efficacy (E), and multidisciplinary (M) requirements for product
registration. The ICH guidelines are
widely recognized by health authorities
and the industry in these three regions
of the world. QC for small molecule
chemical drugs is covered by the quality (Q) guidelines: Q1 for stability, Q2
for validation, Q3 for impurities, and
Q6 for specifications. Although ICH
Q8 and Q11 do not explicitly cover QC,
they provide valuable guidance on current expectations for the development
of process and product control strategies, including specifications. The ICH
guidelines are intended for late-stage
development products (phase 3) for
marketing applications. During early
development (phases 1 and 2a), the
ICH guidelines can serve as a reference,
but they are not intended to be applied
directly without assessment of their
appropriateness for the phase of development. The FDA guidance for industry
on cGMP for phase 1 investigational
drugs has a section for QC but does not
delve into significant details (8).
The International Consortium on
Innovation and Quality in Pharmaceutical Development (IQ Consortium)
was formed in 2010 by more than 25
pharmaceutical and biotech companies
and has expanded to 40 member companies at the time of this writing (9).
The mission of the IQ Consortium is to
advance science-based and scientifically
driven standards and regulations for
pharmaceutical and biotechnology products worldwide. The GMPs in Early
Development Working Group within
the IQ Consortium has held several
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Table I: Example of drug substance specifications for early development
Test Name

Test Method

Acceptance Criteria

Description

Visual

Report

Identity:
by FT-IR
by HPLC
by XRPD

USP <197>
HPLC
USP <941>

Consistent with reference
Consistent with reference
Report*

Assay (% w/w, anhydrous, and
solvent-free)

HPLC

97.0–103.0%*

Impurities
Specified
Individual unspecified

HPLC
≤ 1.0% if qualified to this level*
≤ 0.5% or 3 mg, whichever is
lower*
≤ 3.0%*

Total
Chiral Impurity (if applicable)

Chiral HPLC

≤ 1.0%*

Water content

USP <921>

Report*

Counterion content
(if applicable)

IC

Report*

Residual solvents

GC

Consistent with ICH Q3C*

Residue on ignition (ROI)

USP <281>

≤ 1.0%*

USP heavy metals

USP <231>

≤ 20 ppm

Process-related metals

ICP-OES

Consistent with ICH Q3D

Particle size

Laser diffraction

Report (d10, d50, d90)*

*Proposed by IQ Consortium GMPs in Early Development Working Group (14)
XRPD = X-ray powder diffraction, ICP-OES = inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectrometry

conferences bringing together industry representatives and FDA officials.
Summaries from these meetings have
been published as a series of position
papers on drug product manufacturing,
specifications, validation, and stability
for early development (10–14). Some of
the important discussion points on QC
in the papers are referenced and highlighted in this article.
The roles and responsibilities of the
analytical chemist working in QC
generally include setting specifications;
method validation; testing of starting
materials, raw materials, and intermediates in process control; release testing
of drug substances and drug products;
stability testing and setting retest date
and shelf life; method transfer (if applicable); and authoring of regulatory filings. Many of these activities are closely
related and impact one another. The
scope of each activity varies depending
on the stage of development. In this
article, we discuss the key QC activities
in early and late-stage development with
the emphasis on the former, as the latter

is well covered by the ICH guidelines.
Readers are encouraged to use the referenced literature to pursue further understanding of the individual topics.
Setting Specifications

A specification is defined in ICH Q6 as
“a list of tests, references to analytical procedures, and appropriate acceptance criteria, which are numerical limits, ranges,
or other criteria for the tests described
. . . Specifications are critical quality
standards that are proposed and justified by the manufacturer and approved
by regulatory authorities as conditions
of approval ”(15). Under cGMP, the QA
approved specifications and analytical
methods must be in place before clinical
lots of drug substances or drug products
can be released. Some companies do not
set formal release specifications for starting materials of drug substance in early
development. The starting materials are
tested for characterization and information gathering, but their acceptability
is decided by use test results instead of
against formal specifications (12).
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The analytical chemist plays a leading
role in setting specifications. Generally, the analytical chemist and process
chemist (for drug substance) or formulation scientist (for drug product)
propose the specifications based on the
physicochemical properties of the drug
substance and drug product and knowledge gained from process and product
development. [AUTHOR: Is singular
correct for “analytical chemist” and
“process chemist” in the preceding two
sentences? Is there only one of each?]
The specifications are then discussed
within the technical development team
including members from QA and regulatory affairs. The final specifications are
typically endorsed by the technical team
and management.
Specifications should be appropriate
for the phase of drug development. In
early development, especially in phase
1, drug substances and drug products
are often manufactured using processes
that are not optimized. With limited
manufacturing and testing experience
and incomplete understanding of critical
quality attributes (CQA), critical process
parameters (CPP), and critical material
attributes (CMA) (1), it may be unrealistic or even counterproductive to try
to develop a tight control of these early
processes that are likely to change in late
development. Phase 1 and 2a trials aim
to assess the safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics (PK), and early signs of efficacy of the drug candidate, and typically
have short dosing durations and a small
number of subjects. Specifications at this
stage should support the clinical goal of
safety assessment, while allowing flexibility to gather more information about the
product to justify meaningful specifications in late development.
Tables I and II are examples of drug
substance and drug product specifications proposed by the IQ Consortium for
early development (14). It is recognized
that individual companies have different risk tolerances in setting specifications. Nevertheless, the specifications
proposed by the IQ Consortium can
serve as a good starting point towards
more consistency in setting specifications
for early development. As shown in the
tables, impurity levels higher than the
ICH limits may be considered acceptable
for drug substances and drug products
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Table II: Example of solid oral drug product specifications for early development
Test Name

Test Method

Acceptance Criteria

Description
Shape
Color

Visual

Product specific shape and color

Identity by HPLC

HPLC

Consistent with reference*

Identity by UV

HPLC–PDA

Consistent with reference*

Assay by HPLC (% label claim)

HPLC

90.0–110.0%*

Degradation products by HPLC
Individual unspecified
Total

HPLC

Dissolution

HPLC or UV

Report*

Disintegration

USP<701>

≤ 15 min

Uniformity of dosage units

HPLC or weight
variation

Corresponds to USP<905>*

≤ 1.0%*
≤ 5.0%*

*Proposed by IQ Consortium GMPs in Early Development Working Group (14)
PDA = photodiode array

in early development, based on limited
drug exposure in trials of short duration
and small size. It may be appropriate
to use “Report” for water content and
counterion content until sufficient data
have been obtained to justify a meaningful specification limit. Similarly, “Report”
may be acceptable for dissolution specifications in early development.
In early development, simple formulations such as active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API) powder in capsules
(PIC) might be used to save time and
cost for formulation development if feasible. PIC are typically manufactured by
automated equipment that records the
content weight of each and every capsule filled in the batch and rejects the
units that fall outside a predetermined
acceptable weight range. This 100%
in-process control provides a high level
of assurance of content uniformity, and
it can serve as a justification for waiving
the uniformity of dosage units (UDU)
test by weigh variation (WV) or by content uniformity (CU) (typically a high
performance liquid chromatography
[HPLC] test) on the finished product.
In general, more-flexible impurity
limits for oncology products may be justified based on the nature of the disease
and the risk-to-benefit balance for the
subjects enrolled in phase 1 trials (that
is, cancer patients instead of healthy
volunteers).
A general expectation is that specifications will be tightened as the develop-

ment progresses through early and late
stages. Late-stage product specifications
generally follow the ICH guidelines.
Table III lists the current ICH guidelines on specifications and impurities in
new chemical entities (NCE).
Risk assessments and technical evaluations should be conducted as part of
control strategy development, including
specifications. ICH Q6A includes a
number of decision trees to evaluate specifications for specified impurities, polymorphism, enantiomeric impurity, dissolution, particle size, and microbial limits
(15). Here, let’s discuss a few examples. A
risk assessment may be conducted on the
potential for microbial contamination
and proliferation in nonsterile, oral solid
dosage forms, for example, by evaluating
the following factors. The drug substance is typically crystallized or isolated
from organic solvents in the final step of
synthesis and dried at an elevated temperature. Such an environment and process have low potential for introducing
microbial contamination. Commercially
available excipients are generally tested
for microbial activity per compendial
requirements (for example, United States
Pharmacopeia [USP] <61> and <62>), and
results are documented in the excipient
manufacturer’s certificates of analysis
(CoAs). These “clean” excipients reduce
the risk of microbial contamination. The
manufacture of clinical trial materials (CTM) is typically conducted in
cGMP clean rooms with high-efficiency

particulate air (HEPA) filters that have
low potential for introducing microbial
contamination. The water activity of the
drug product is critical for evaluating
the microbial proliferation potential in
the packaging configurations under long
term storage conditions, as described in
USP <1112> (16). Water activity below
0.6 does not support microbial growth
(16). Storage with desiccant also reduces
the water content and water activity of
the drug product. All of these factors can
be used to justify a reduction or waiver
of microbial limits testing for the drug
product.
According to the latest FDA draft
guidance for industry (17), for drug
products in biopharmaceutical classification system (BCS) classes 1 and 3 (high
solubility drugs) (1), if the product meets
a dissolution specification of Q = 80%
in 15 min, the USP disintegration test
with a specification limit of within 5
min (in 0.01 M hydrochloric acid) may
be used to replace dissolution testing for
routine release and stability. However,
the approved dissolution method should
be retained as the primary method in
the specifications and the approved disintegration method used as an alternate
method (17).
Controlling
Genotoxic Impurities

Controlling genotoxic impurities (GTIs)
in pharmaceutical products has been a
hot area of discussion in recent years, and
it has attracted a lot of attention from
regulatory authorities and the industry
(18,19). GTIs need to be controlled at
very low levels, and the analyses of GTIs
often rely on hyphenated techniques
such as liquid chromatography–mass
spectrometry (LC–MS) or gas chromatography (GC)–MS to achieve high
specificity and sensitivity. Controlling
GTIs is not the same as specifying and
testing an impurity in the final product.
In fact, applying control upstream in the
synthetic process or relying on chemical fate reasoning by demonstrating
the purging power of the process itself
(through spike–purge studies) is generally preferred over specifying and testing
GTIs in the final product (19).
Regulations on genotoxic impurities
have evolved over the years since the
first regulatory guideline was published
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Table III: ICH guidelines on specifications and impurities in drug substance and
drug product (7)
Guideline

Title

Publication date

Q3A(R2)

Impurities in New Drug Substances

October 2006

Q3B(R2)

Impurities in New Drug Products

June 2006

Q3C(R5)

Impurities: Guideline for Residual Solvents

February 2011

Q3D

Guideline for Elemental Impurities

December 2014

Q6A

Specifications : Test Procedures and Acceptance
Criteria for New Drug Substances and New Drug
Products : Chemical Substances

October 1999

Table IV: Acceptable intakes for an individual genotoxic impurity according to ICH
M7 (20)
Duration of treatment

Daily intake (μg/day)

<1 month

>1–12 months

>1–10
years

>10 years to lifetime

120

20

10

1.5

in 2003. The latest and most significant
development in the area was the publication of ICH Guideline M7 in June
2014 (20). A few important changes
brought about by ICH M7 are worth
highlighting. The acceptable intakes
for a genotoxic impurity in relation to
less-than-lifetime (LTL) exposure have
been revised to higher limits (Table IV)
than allowed by the previous FDA and
European Medicines Agency (EMA)
guidelines.
Another important change per ICH
M7 is that for phase 1 clinical trials of up
to 14 days, impurities containing structural alerts (class 3) (18) can be treated as
nonmutagenic impurities, and would not
trigger an action for further assessment
(such as Ames testing).
Method Validation

The scope of method validation as well
as the appropriate validation parameters
and acceptance criteria depend on the
type of analytical methods and the
phase of development (21). Compendial
methods do not need to be validated,
but should be verified for their suitability under actual conditions of use (22).
Noncompendial methods, typically chromatographic methods developed for assay
and impurities, residual solvents, content
uniformity, and dissolution, should be
properly validated for the release and stability testing of drug substances and drug
products (23–25). Method validation
in late development is expected to follow ICH Q2 requirements (26). In early

development, validation generally applies
to methods used for release and stability
testing of the drug substance and drug
product. Methods for the analysis of raw
materials, starting materials, intermediates, and in-process control need to be
evaluated and “qualified” to be scientifically sound and suitable for its intended
use, but do not require full, formal validation at this stage of development.
Successful method validation relies
heavily on the quality of method development. It is prudent to perform at least
an evaluation of method recovery before
formal validation to ensure that the
method is indeed “validatable” (24). For
a drug product, recovery and stability
during sample preparation should not be
taken for granted. Sample preparation
procedures for the drug product are often
different from those for the reference
standard and drug substance. Selection
of a suitable diluent for the drug product
is critical to ensure adequate recovery,
stability of the drug, and diluent compatibility with the mobile phase (27). Special
attention should be paid to excipients that
may cause interference or degradation
during sample preparation. For example,
fumaric acid, with its conjugated double
bonds, has a good ultraviolet (UV) chromophore. If used as an excipient, it will
appear as a peak in the HPLC–UV chromatogram. Fumaric acid can also react
with methanol (if used in the diluent),
forming an ester that can appear as an
additional peak of random size depending
on how long the sample solution is stored
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after preparation before analysis. Therefore, in such cases, acetonitrile is preferred
over methanol to avoid the esterification
of fumaric acid. Fumaric acid may also
cause API degradation during sample
preparation, especially when heat and
sonication are applied to an aqueous
solution. A diluent containing a lower
amount of water may be needed in this
case to minimize degradation. However,
if this diluent is too strong for the HPLC
mobile phase, a subdilution step with
a weaker diluent compatible with the
HPLC method may be necessary to avoid
peak distortion. Issues like this, if not
discovered and addressed during method
development and evaluation, can cause
failure to meet acceptance criteria during
method validation (27,28).
Table V is a summary of typical validation parameters and acceptance criteria
for a HPLC method for drug substance
identification, assay, and impurities in
early development (11). Parameters such
as intermediate precision and robustness
are not required at this stage. Because of
the lack of impurity standards in early
development, the drug substance is often
used as a surrogate for impurities in the
accuracy experiment. Since the diluent and sample matrix are the same for
reference standards and drug substance
samples, linearity and recovery validation
experiments can use the same samples.
Phase 1 method validation typically does
not require a formal validation protocol
or report. Certain parameters such as
injection repeatability and sensitivity can
be obtained from the system suitability
test in a HPLC run, and they may not
need to be repeated again as part of the
method validation experiment.
Method Transfer

The need for method transfer may arise,
when drug substance and drug product
manufacturing and testing is outsourced
to a contract manufacturing organization (CMO), or when technical handoff
occurs between different functions
within the same company, especially for
larger, global companies with separate
early and late development organizations and multiple sites (23). Before
analytical testing for GMP samples can
be performed at a different company or
site, some form of technical transfer is
expected. This can be done by method
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Table V: Validation parameters and acceptance criteria for a drug substance assay–
impurities HPLC method in early development
Parameters

Acceptance Criteria

Specificity

No interfering peaks present in the blank in the regions of
interest

Linearity*

R 2 > 0.995 over a range of LOQ (0.05%) to 120%

Precision*

RSD ≤ 2.0% (n = 5) for main compound, 10–20% for impurities

Recovery and accuracy
of main compound

98.0–102.0% at 80%, 100%, and 120% of nominal concentration (n = 3 at each level)

Recovery and accuracy
of impurities*

80–120% at LOQ to specification limit (or higher than spec
limit)

Sensitivity or LOQ

Mean signal-to-noise ratio ≥ 10 (n = 3)

Range

The range of demonstrated linearity, recovery, and precision

Solution stability*

The API assay changes ≤2%.
No new impurities greater than the reporting threshold.
Impurities at the reporting threshold change ≤30%; impurities at levels between the reporting threshold and the specification limit change ≤20%; and impurities at or above the
specification limit change ≤15%.

*Acceptance criteria recommended by the IQ Consortium Working Group (11)

transfer from the originating laboratory
to the receiving laboratory, complete
method validation at the receiving laboratory, covalidation by both parties, or
a transfer waiver. If a method has not
been validated and is not anticipated to
be used by the originating laboratory,
method validation by the receiving laboratory is preferred. Similar to method
validation, method transfer typically
applies to chromatographic methods
developed for each drug substance
and drug product. Method transfer is
not required for compendial methods,
although the laboratory performing
the compendial test must demonstrate
that it can execute it correctly and that
the compendial test is suitable for its
intended use.
Generally, a method transfer protocol
is written by the originating laboratory or
company, and approved by QC and QA
at both the originating and receiving laboratories or companies. After the method
transfer laboratory work is completed, a
method transfer report is written by the
receiving company, and reviewed and
approved by QC and QA at the receiving and originating companies. Table
VI gives an example of method transfer
parameters and acceptance criteria for
late development (29). The method
transfer requirements for early development are more flexible than those during late development. For example, it

is acceptable to use fewer batches and
samples, and wider ranges of acceptance
criteria can be justified in early development.
Release and Stability Testing

Quality control does not simply mean
testing the final drug substance or product for conformance to specifications.
Control points should be based on the
understanding of the overall manufacturing process, and applied to key components and critical steps, such as starting
materials and intermediates, and during
in-process control steps. Controlling at
the final product step alone is simply too
late or ineffective to assure product quality. Ideally, release testing of the final
product serves as a confirmation that it
meets specifications rather than being the
primary control point of product quality.
The principles of quality by design (QbD)
have been advocated by the FDA in the
last decade and are being adopted by the
pharmaceutical industry (30).
Under cGMP, release testing of the
drug substance and drug product is
conducted per established specifications
and methods. The results of release testing are documented in a CoA, which is
reviewed and approved by QC and QA.
The CoA is a critical document required
for QA to release the batch.
Stability testing provides information
to demonstrate that the drug substance

and drug product are stable under the
proposed storage conditions and packaging configurations within its intended
use period (31). Stability testing typically
uses the same analytical methods as
release testing, and is focused on those
attributes at risk of changing during
product storage. For drug substances,
stability testing generally includes
appearance, HPLC assay and impurities,
water content, chiral impurity, and X-ray
powder diffraction (XRPD). Attributes
such as identity, residual solvents, residue
on ignition (ROI), heavy metals, and
process related metals typically do not
change after manufacture and are therefore not part of stability programs. For
drug products, identity and UDU tests
are included for initial release but not for
stability.
ICH has a number of guidelines on
stability testing (Table VII) for commercial product registration, including batch
selection, stability conditions, and time
points. For new drug application (NDA)
filings, 12 months of stability data from
three pilot-scale “validation” batches representative of the commercial process are
generally required.
The stability testing requirements for
early development is less well defined.
Before formal stability studies, usually
forced degradation studies are conducted
to gain a quick understanding of the
compound’s stability under various
conditions (23,32). Forced degradation
studies are also used to study degradation pathways and verify that the HPLC
method is stability indicating. The drug
substance is subjected to heat in solid
state and in solution, stressed in acidic,
basic, and oxidative solutions, as well as
exposed to UV and visible light in accordance with ICH Q1B requirements (33).
For the drug product, excipient compatibility studies are typically done to assess
the impact of excipients on drug product
performance and stability. In addition,
the drug substance and drug product can
be exposed to a range of elevated temperature and various humidity levels in a
2–3 week study. Potency and degradant
data from such a study can be used to
predict shelf-life in different packaging
configurations under different storage
conditions, using commercially available
software. The knowledge gained from
these studies is important for the under-
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Table VI: Typical method transfer parameters and acceptance criteria (29)
Type of

Number of
Analysts

Number of Lots
or Units

Assay

2

Content
uniformity

Impurities,
degradation
products

Acceptance Criteria

Notes

3 lots in triplicate

A two one-sided t-test with
intersite differences of ≤2% at
95% confidence level (CL)

Each analyst should use different instrumentation and columns, and independently prepare all
solutions. All applicable system suitability criteria
must be met.

2

1 lot

A direct comparison of the
means, ±3% and variability
of the results, (%RSD); that is,
a two one-sided t-test with
intersite differences of 3% at
95% CL.

If the method for content uniformity is equivalent to the assay method, then a separate AMT is
not required.

2

3 lots in duplicate
(triplicate if done
together with the
assay)

For high levels, a two one-sided t-test with intersite differences of 10% at 95% CL. For
low levels, criteria are based
on the absolute differences of
the means, ±25%.

Notes for assay apply here. The LOQ should
be confirmed in the receiving laboratory, and
chromatograms should be compared for the
impurity profile. All samples should be similar
with respect to age, homogeneity, packaging,
and storage. If samples do not contain impurities
above the reporting limit, then spiked samples
are recommended.

Dissolution

N/A

6 units for immediate release, 12
units for extended

Meet dissolution specifications in both laboratories,
and the two profiles should
be comparable, or based on
the absolute difference of the
means, ±5%

A statistical comparison of the profiles (for
example, F2) or the data at the Q time point (s)
similar to that performed for the assay may be
performed.

ID

N/A

1 unit

N/A

Chromatography: confirm retention time.
Spectral identification and chemical testing can
also be used, assuming operators are sufficiently
trained and the instrumentation can provide
equivalent results.

Cleaning
validation

N/A

2 spiked samples,
one above, one
below specification

Spiked levels should not deviate from the specification by
an amount 3× the validated
SD of the method, or 10% of
the spec, whichever is greater.

Essentially a limit test. Low and high samples to
confirm both positive and negative outcomes are
required.

Method

standing of the conditions (for example,
temperature, humidity, light, and pH)
and critical stability attributes (such as
polymorphism, particle size and surface
area, water content, residual metals, and
key excipients) that affect the stability of
the drug substance and drug product (34).
Generally, the first lots of representative drug substance and drug product
are put on stability per ICH conditions
and time points. Although these representative lots may not be manufactured
under cGMP, the stability data from
these lots are often used in regulatory filings to support initial shelf-life
and retest date assignments. Samples
are placed on stability under at least
two conditions, the long term storage
condition (30 °C/65 or 75%RH or
25 °C/60%RH) to cover the intended
use period and the accelerated condi-

tion (40 °C/75%RH) up to 6 months.
Note that 30 °C/75%RH is required
by certain countries in hot and humid
climate zones. If 30 °C/65 or 75%RH
is chosen as the long term condition,
25 °C/60%RH will be the backup long
term condition, meaning that samples
stored at 25 °C/60%RH are not analyzed unless stability under 30 °C/65
or 75%RH fails to meet specifications
(31). For drug products with multiple
strengths of the same formulation, a
bracketing approach using the lowest
and highest strengths to cover the entire
range is acceptable and often used. The
stability of drug substance can also be
used to support the stability of simple,
drug substance–based formulations such
as PIC and powder in bottles (PIB).
The first GMP lot of drug substance
and drug product can also be put on sta-

bility and tested at a reduced frequency,
for example annually at the long term
storage condition, to confirm the stability of an earlier representative lot. Not all
GMP lots need to be placed on stability.
When there are significant changes in the
manufacturing process or manufacturing
site, the conservative approach is to place
one batch from the new process or site
on stability. However, such an approach
is not necessarily scientifically based
without knowing whether the process
or site changes likely affect the stability
of the drug substance and drug product.
Contrary to some common misconceptions, changes in manufacturing site and
batch size per se without other changes
have little stability impact; even changes
in synthetic routes and impurity profiles
do not necessarily make much difference.
A more rational strategy based on scien-
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Table VII: ICH guidelines on stability testing for drug substances and drug products (7)
Guideline

Title

Publication date

Q1A(R2)

Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and
Products

February 2003

Q1B

Stability Testing: Photostability Testing of New
Drug Substances and Products

November 1996

Q1C

Stability Testing for New Dosage Forms

November 1996

Q1D

Bracketing and Matrixing Designs for Stability
Testing of New Drug Substances and Products

February 2002

Q1E

Evaluation for Stability Data

February 2003
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validation parameters or data, while the
validation parameters and acceptance
criteria are required for CTAs. A shelflife or retest date is not required in the
stability sections of the IND, while it
needs to be explicitly stated in the CTA.
Certain CMC sections often receive
scrutiny from health authorities, such
as specifications, control of genotoxic
impurities, and shelf-life. Failure to
satisfy regulatory inquires can result in
a hold on clinical trials. The analytical
chemist should work closely with the
technical team and regulatory affairs to
establish a well-defined control strategy,
including well justified specifications
and methods that are appropriate for
the phase of development. Before any
changes in specifications and methods
are made, the impact on regulatory filings should be carefully assessed.

Regulatory Filings

In this installment, the roles and
responsibilities of the analytical chemist in quality control for small-molecule
drug development have been discussed
together with current practices and
trends in setting specifications, method
validation and transfer, release and stability testing, and regulatory filings. Many
of the tests, techniques, and acceptance
criteria used in QC are based on separation science, and applied in the context
of drug development.

Summary and Conclusion

The importance of successful regulatory
filings cannot be overstated. Pharmaceutical products cannot be marketed
without the approval of the NDA or
marketing authorization application
(MAA), and clinical trials cannot start
without clearance of the investigational
new drug application (IND) or clinical
trial application (CTA) by the health
authority. Data generated by analytical
chemists contribute to a large portion
of the CMC sections of IND and CTA
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